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Writing fractions

1  What is this fraction in word form?

2  Label the parts of a fraction in number form.

3  What is this fraction in number form?

4  Fractions in word form to number form.

5  Fractions in number form to word form.

6  Where do the fractions belong?

+  with lots of tips, answer keys, and detailed answer explanations for all of the problems.

The complete package, including all problems, hints, answers, and detailed
answer explanations is available for all sofatutor.com subscribers.
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What is this fraction in word form?
Select the correct fraction.

Axel and Tank have reached one final door that has a different fraction puzzle on
it. They need your help to write  in word form to unlock the door.

  

 

3
4

Four-thirds
A

Three-fourths
B

Three-halves
C

Four-halves
D
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Hint #1

First, identify the top number, or the numerator, and write it in words.

Hint #2

Next, write the hyphen, which is like the fraction bar.

Hint #3

Last, identify the bottom number, or the denominator and write it in words.

Hint #4

 written in word form is two-fifths.

Hints for solving these problems
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Answer key: B

First, identify the top number, or the numerator, and write it in
words. Here, we have the number 3, so we write Three.

Next, write the hyphen, which is like the fraction bar.
Last, identify the bottom number, or the denominator, and write it

in words. Here, we have the number 4, so we write fourths.

Answers and detailed answer explanations for these problems
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